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ori1?;inal apostolic pattern before departures
were made.
It seeks to ignore and remain unmodified
by the 1800 years of church history that
interv~n~d. The movement assumed that
t.he ongmal church went into apostasy and
'"died out," or went into the wilderness of
the dark ages beyond observation or continued in a distorted form in gr~ups that
did not surrender essential marks of the
apostolic order. It would indeed he a
miracle if anyone or any group could ever
dissociate from a historical context or environment in such a way as to elminate
every mark of such influence.
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My good friend and brother, Ralph
Graham, who ministers to the Collingswood Church of Christ in New Jersey,
has written in his Witness a provocative article entitled Can We Believe
in the Restoration Movement? It
would be well to republish the entire
article here, but I will only quote
those portions that especially concern
this editorial. Brother Graham has
serious misgivings as to the validity
of the Restoration Movement. I have
written to him explaining my intention to examine his criticisms of the
Restoration concept, and of course
inviting him to say more on this
subject in a future issue of this journal,
if he wishes.
The "Restoration Movement" is a tenn
used by certain members of Churches of
Christ to describe the rationale for their
ecclesiastical existence. Its object is the
unity of all believers in Christ through
the "restoraton" of primitive Christianity.
It proposes to "restore" the ancient order
of things, the apostolic church. the original
faith and practice of the inspired apostles
of Jesus Christ.
It assumes there has been a falling away
from "the faith which was once for all
delivered to the saints." It was a movement that came after and which proposed
to perfect what was lacking in the Reformation. Its method was to "leap" hack
to the first century and take up with the

It is refreshing to see a Church of
Christ minister re-examining the idea
of Restoration. This takes courage, for
surely a man will be branded a liberal
or a modernist or unsound or something whenever he questions the
brotherhood's thinking, or its unthinking as the case may be. I welcome
thfs opportunity of thinking along
with brother Graham as to what the
Restoration Movement should mean.
And he knows that I do so with
fervent love for him and with a keen
concern for truth.
My first criticism is that he seems
to view Restoration from too narrow
a perspective. The Resroration Movement embraces far more than what we
call the "Church of Christ," for indeed
all reformatory efforts since the apostles have in essence been restoration
movements. There is probably little, if
any, difference between reformation
and restoration,
Church of Christ folk are guilty of
one great fallacy in this regard: they
confuse the Restoration Movement
with the church itself. It must be true
that Christ's congregation has always
been among men since Pentecost. The
pioneers of the Restoration Movement
had no such idea as restoring the
church, for the church had existed all
along. They believed that the Lord's
church was divided, scattered, and torn
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by schism. They called themselves Reformers, for they accepted the task
of cleansing the church of its impurities.
This places the Restoration Movement within the church at large, seeking to correct its deficiencies and to
restore its essential oneness, thus ridding it of the schismatic elements that
rob it of its pristine beauty. Ir falsifies
the Movement to equate it with the
"Church of Christ," which is simply
one small part of Christendom. Our
people are wrong, as brother Graham
points out, when they suppose that
the true church went into some wilderness or died out, and then came to life
again as the "Church of Christ." Graham is also right in his criticism that
we ignore 1800 years of church his•
tory and dissociate ourselves from all
that has happened since Pentecost.
Once we realize that "the gates of
death" have not prevailed against the
church, and that it has existed through
the ages, we avoid this fallacy.
A true Restoration will not and
cannot ignore history. The reformed
church will consider itself a part of
the past. Truth is learned slowly and
comes to be pracriced even more slowly. Each generation has made its contribution to the discovery of truth.
Our own contributions are determined
in part by maintaining a continuity
with the past. While the past may be
only prologue in comparison to what
the future may hold for us, prologue
is nonetheless an important part of
the story.
Yes, brother Graham, our Chu·;~
of Christ brotherhood has largely dissociated itself both from history and
the Christian world of today. It hardly knows there is such a thing as an
ecumenical movement. It must even

rebaptize those that have been members of the great immersionist churches
produced by history. By and large our
people are seetarian, self-righteous, and
anti-intellectual in that we refuse to
listen either tO history or tO reason.
But back to Ralph Graham's criticisms:
The aims of "Restoration" are primarily
external and therefore do not resolve religious problems because they miss the
heart of man. The "Restoration plea" is
to restore the authority of the Bible, the
New Testament pattern of the church in
name, organization ( congregational autonomy), worship {a cappella congregational
music), ordinances (immersion for remission of sins, communion every Lord's Day),
a scriptural or "orthodox" vocabulary, and
conformity of faith and practice.
The use of such external emphases reflects an intention to identify the church
of Jesus Christ with external marks rather
than by the Presence of the Spirit of
Christ. Man is not transformed or nourished by outward marks, but by a personal
encounter and communion with God in
Christ ...
Such a program as the "Restoration
Movement" assumes the behaviorist principle that changing external habits transform personality. But the historical ex•
perience of legalism, formalism, ecclesias•
ticism, and conformity disputes this thesis.
Such things leave man's heart untouched,
unchanged, unhealed, and unredeemed.

The pioneers of our Movement
would disclaim the charge that the
emphasis of Restoration is external to
the neglect of the inner man. The
previous number of this journal described the view of Robert Richardson
that the Spirit-filled life is the chief
end of Christianity. Campbell also
stressed personal Christian morality as
a necessary ingredient to a true reformation. In his "Synopsis of Reform"
(Mill. Harb. 8, p. 530) he lists "Personal and Family Reformation" as an
imperative of Restoration: "As personal intelligence, purity, and happiness is the end of all public or private,
theoretic or practical reformation, the

EDITORIAL
present standard of personal knowledge, faith, piety, and morality being
too low, must be greatly elevated."
He complains that "the church is
filled with an ignorant, faithless, carnal, and immoral class of professors . . .
The Scriptures are not studied, read,
conversed upon, laid up in the heart,
and consequently not drawn out into
the life of a large maiority of pw
fessors."
In another context (Mill-Harb. 7,
p. 101) Campbell writes to his Baptist friend, Mr. Broaddus, what he
means by "the essential attributes of
the proposed reformation." After mentioning such externals as more public
reading of the Bible, family devotions,
weekly observance of Lord's Supper, he
says:
4. A more Christian morality in keeping
covenants, fulfilling promises, in doing
justly to all men, in loving mercy, in visiting and relieving the poor, the afflicted,
and in being always ready for every good
word and work.
5. More gravity, temperance, and moderation, even in the use of things lawful;
more self-denial, and strict self-government
on the part of all who profess to follow
the New Testament.
6. More piety and devotion-more prayer
and praise-more
private meditation and
communion with God tban appear to obtain amongst the great mass of those called
Christians.

In his series on "Reformation"
(Mill. Harb. 6, p. 83 in particular)
Campbell states that "a reformer is
one who rises early in the morning,
calls upon the name of the Lord,
speaks evil of no man, backbites not
his neighbor, nor easily takes up an
evil report against him, minds his
own business all the day, engages in
all works of benevolence and mercy
to which he can aspire; he is industrious, frugal, lives within his income, has generally something to give
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to him that is in distress, honest to a
scruple, and honorable in all things."
This kind of teaching does not
neglect the heart. Such language from
Campbell can be produced a hundredfold more than what is given here.
Barton Stone, Moses Lard, and Walter
Scott stressed personal piety just as
much as Campbell. In fact it was their
contention that a restoration of the
ordinances of God would serve the
one grand end of personal consecration.
If brother Graham means that the
Restoration Movement of our day has
degenerated to the level of the materialism and secularism that characterizes the culture in which it moves,
then we must sadly admit that his
charge is well grounded. The churches
of America, including our own Restoration congregations, have succumbed to
the religion of "the American way of
life," which is more concerned with
things than with spirit. But brother
Graham fails to make it clear that
"the aims of Restoration" were originally spiritual and internal as well as
external and objective.
Our brother mistakes the place and
value of external ordinances in the
spiritual order. This is apparent when
he further states:
Is there a biblical doctrine of restoration? Yes, there is. But it is not the
restoration of institutions, ordinances, authorities, systems, or externals, It is the
restoration of man to the image of God.
For man in his fallen state is dead in
sins, sick, weak, ignorant, perverse, irrational, estranged, alienated, faithless, without understanding, and sinful. He is in
need of the restoration which the Bible
describes as regeneration, renewal, recon•
ciliation, cleansing, sanctification,
and
reclamation.

This is what logicians call the fallacy of either-or. It may well be that
both external ordinances and the inner
spirit are a part of the Restoration
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principle. The truth is that whenever
the Restoration concept appears in
the Bible it is virally concerned with
ordinances. Nehemiah, Ezra, Zerubbabel, Josiah, and Ezekiel were all concerned with the rescoration of externals-institutions and ordinances.
However we may choose to slice
the pie, the truth remains that the
New Testament church expressed its
inner devotion to its Redeemer through
ordinances of God. Baptism is an external. The Lord's Supper is an external. Even prayer and singing are externals, as well as giving and reading
the Bible. The truth discovered by
Campbell that became the touchstone
of the Restoration Movement was that
God has ordained two great institutions through which man enjoys fellowship with God: the institution of
immersion which brings the believer
into covenant relationship with God,
and the Lord's Supper, which is the
institution through which man continues to enjoy the fellowship of God
through Christ.
If we deny that institutions are a
vital part of Restoration, we find ourselves denying the Bible itself. If the
Lord commanded baptism, then it is
important to know what he meant by
baptism, which makes immersion an
"external" of great importance. Jn.
deed, if we love the Christ and seek
to conform our lives to his image
through the Spirit, we will be eager
to express our devotion to him in
those ways most pleasing ro him. In
brother Graham's effort to emphasize
the spiritual life he has thrown out
the baby with the bath in that he
discounts the importance to Restoration of the very ordinances through
which man has access to God.
Rrorher Graham concludes his in-
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teresting essay with a quotation from
Campbell to the effect that the purpose of Restoration is "the regeneration of the ENTIRE man" and "the
rest0ration of man to the society of
God in the heavens ... Christianity
having for is object, first and last, the
improvements and sanctification of the
LIFE OF MAN, with a special reference to the glories and honors which
shall be revealed to him as his own
hereafter."
But do these great truths in any wise
conflict with a concern for ordinances
and institutions-the
"externals" of
the Christian faith? ]\fuse it be either•
or? Can I not believe that the grand
aim of Christianity is to fill my soul
with the love of God and the indwell•
ing Holy Spirit so that I might enjoy
heavenly blessings with my Saviour
forever, and at the same time be concerned about the external features of
such ordinances as baptism and the
Lord's Supper? The same Alexander
Campbell that taught that a true reformation must reach the heart of
man also insisted upon "the saying of
the Amen" in the assembly of saints,
It just may be that there is a valid
relationship between saying the Amen,
or bowing the knees and a consecrated
heart.
In conclusion I must acknowledge
that it is proper to allow a man a
certain amount of latitude for overstating his position. A man with a
message that burns within him often
says more than he intends to, and so
he must be given some allowance for
exaggeration. If brother Graham is
warning us against the sin of the
Pharisees, who stressed externals so
much that they starved the heart, then
I could not agree more. But we must
both remember that the Lord ex•

EDITORIAL
plained to the Pharisees: "the weightier matters of the law, justice and
mercy and faith, you ought ro have
done, without neglecting the others
( externals) ."
But if he means that ordinances as
such are of no concern to the Resroration Movement, and this is what he
says, then I beg that he reconsider. I
cannot believe that he is saying what
he means when he urges that: "The
Restoration Movement as a purpose to
restore Biblical authority, the Lordship of Christ, Christianity, or the
ch~rch, we must repudiate utterly.
Such sch~mes are unscripmral, irrational, and are motivated by misconceptions of Christian responsibility,
faith, and puposes." He complains that
"personages, institutions, ordinances,
doctrines and authorities have overshadowed the glory of Jesus Christ."
My dear brother, how can Christ be
glorified more than through the doctrines and institutions that he himself ordained? Look at the band of
humble saints sincerely partaking of
bread and wine in memory of their
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Lord. How can such an ordinance
..overshadow the glory of Jesus Christ?"
If the authority of the Bible is not
recognized, then it should be the aim
of Restoration to restore that recognition. The same with the Lordship of
Christ. I am at a loss to see how an
emphasis upon the authority of the
Scriptures and the Lordship of Christ
could in any wise conflict with the
mission of restoring man to the image
of God. They rather enhance that
mission.
Maybe I have not understood brother Graham. Even ,o I believe this
kind of exchange of ideas is good
for us, and we invite him to join us
in a further clarification as to the
meaning of the Resroration Movement.
Let me add this thought: to honor
the institutions (ordinances) of God is
one thing, while institutionalism is
something else; to obey the "externals"
commanded of God is one thing, while
externalism is something else; to love
and honor the Bible as the word of
God and as authoritative is one thing,
while a Bibliolatry is something else.

The great tragedy of life ts not merely economic want, but
spiritual and intellectual poverty.
I believe that ignorance in our time is perhaps the worst form
of immorality. Morality demands constant self-examination.
The goal of education is not the knowledge of history, or geography, or algebra, or geometry, but an understanding of life in all
its complexities and dimensions.
( Quotes from Frederick Mayer, Philosophy of Education for
Our Time.)

DAVID KING IN THE RESTORATION MOVEMENT
THE ROLE OF DAVID KING IN THE RESTORATION MOVEMENT
( With a Study of British Backgrotmds)
LEROY GARRETT

The Restoration Movement had its beginning on two Continents. If the
mainstream of the Movement had its origin in different parts of the United
States, then the watershed that nurtured the mainstream through many rivulets
was European. Like the mighty oak whose roots find their way like stealthy
fingers far into the earth and in all directions, the Movement initiated by
Thomas and Alexander Campbell in Virginia was not only concurrent with a
similar movement conducted by Barton W. Stone in Kentucky, but its roots
reached far back into British history. The Campbells themselves were Irish
immigrants, and their early experiences in Ireland and Scotland gave birth
to ideas that grew to maturity in America. It is not amiss to say that the
Campbells brought the seeds of the Restoration Movement with them from
Ahorey and Glasgow.
The contributions of Great Britain to the Movement, however, was not
merely that of a watershed to the larger stream in America, or even in producing the Campbells, but in the development of an indigenous Movement
that preserved some of the viral principles of Restoration that its counterpart
in America began to neglect. Discipledom in Great Britain grew modestly
but consistently through the nineteenth century. By 1842 there were at least
fifty congregations that had taken the name "Church of Christ" and pied
for the abolition of sectarianism and a return to the faith and practice of
primitive Christianity. By 1847, the year of Alexander Campbell's visit,
there were eighty churches with 2,300 members.
It is noteworthy that these churches had no contact with the Movement
in America until 1833. In that year an American disciple informed some
British brethren of the work of Alexander Campbell and introduced them to
his publications. From that time until Campbell's death in 1866 the contact
between the two continents was friendly and consistent. During most of these
years there was a British Millennial Harbinger for the purpose of disseminating
the views of Campbell, and in 1847 when the Reformer visited the churches
of Great Bridan and Ireland he was warmly received.
Oddly enough these congregations have preserved some of the unique
practices of Campbell and his associates that American churches have for the
most part long since discarded. Campbell taught his congregations to observe
"the prayers of the church," which called for a chain of prayers that alternated
with silence and was dosed by the presiding brother. These were short prayers
given by several members of the congregation that displaced the pastoral
prayers offered by a clergyman in an orthodox denominational service. Too,
the British churches preserved Campbell's concern for doctrine and they have
been less influenced by economic considerations. They have been satisfied
with small numbers, modest budgets, and simple meetinghouses.
38
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They are, however, most "Campbellite" in their opposition to the one-man
pastor system. While the American churches soon developed a clergy, the
British brethren were adamant in their conviction that the churches should
be ruled and nurtured by the elders and other qualified "laymen" in the
churches. They have consistently opposed the resident minister, who in the
American churches is the central figure and indeed "the pastor" of the flock.
The "pasror system" with its implication of a clergy class has been a
point of dissension between the two continents, chiefly because American influences have sought peridoically to foist the system upon the British brethren.
Being much more concerned with numerical growth and organizational strength,
Americans have argued that the British congregations would be more successful
with a professional minister in the pulpit. Like Campbell who pointed to the
practice of the New Testament churches, the British brethren continued to
insist that it is unscripmral to substitute a professional ministry for mutual
ministry.
American disciples went so far in about 1870 as to send missionaries
to the British churches through the American Foreign Christian Missionary
Society. This was instigated by Timothy Coop, a Britisher, who th~ught perhaps
the American system would succeed where local forces had failed. In more
recent years missionaries from the Church of Christ wing of American discipledom have likewise attempted to professionalize and Americanize some British
churches. Despite all these influences the British brethren continue for the
most part to uphold the principle of mutual mi~istry. Apart from 3:few
"American" churches there is hardly a congregation to be found with a
professional minister. There are a number of evangelists that circulate among
the churches, but in the main "the pulpit" is attended by a "lay" ministry.
Among the leaders of the Restoration Movement in Britain was David
King (1819-1894), the subject of this monograph: He was a key fi1s1;1re
in
the struggle just alluded to. It is the purpose of this study to defme his role
in the Movement by giving a description of his life and thinking. William
Robinson, one-time principle of Overdale College in England and an e1;1ine~t
intellectural leader in the history of the British Movement, states m his
What Churches of Christ Stand For (Birmingham, England, 1926) that the
Resroration Movement in England "began with a stressing of intellectural
values. Its beginnings were scholarly in the best sense of the word." He says also
that the Movement seemed to have attracted thinkers. "It was not in any sense
'popular,' and never attempted to make any 'popular' app:al. Men and :-:om~n
joined the churches out of conviction, and very often this meant sacrifice m
more than one way. There was a quiet, restrained dignity about it all, marked
by sanity and an absence of sentimentali~m."
.
.
...
It is in this context that Prof. Robinson refers to David Kmg as m
many ways a most remarkable man, keenly intellectural and ~ born leader."
King was a leader in a Moveme~t that ".'~s a challenge to ~hmk-and yet a
Movement that viewed colleges with susp1c10n and looked with askance upon
a professionally-trained clergy.
As a background for the understanding of David King we will first
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observe the rumblings of reform that may be heard as far back as John
Locke (1632-1714), "the great Christian philosopher" ( to quote Alexander
Campbell), and were reverberated by such precursors of reform as John Dury,
Hugo Grotius, John Glas, Robert Sandeman, Greville Ewing, and the Haldane
brothers. We shall view the context that produced Alexander Campbell and
sent him to the New World with a sense of destiny. We shall see how David
King stood on the shoulders of
and how Restoration in Great Britain
owes it orgin to forces that had
at work for several generations. We shall
take a special look at the Anabaptists, a neglected aspect of Restoration
beginnings.
Backgr01md to British Restoration Movement
The Protestant Reformation was itself a forerunner of the Restoration
principle, for it was based upon the all-sufficiency of the Scriptures and it
appealed to the purity of primitive Christianity. While Luther opposed the
Anabaptists, the radical reformers of the Reformation in their efforts to restore New Testament practices, he nevertheless upheld the great Restoration
principle of the priesthood of all believers. Calvin was closer to Restoration
thought than Luther, going so far as to suggest that the Lord's Supper be
observed every week.
It was the Anabaptists, however, that sowed much of the seed of the
Restoration ideal. Franklin H. Littell in his The Free Church quotes the famed
German historian Walther Koehler as saying: "The Anabaptists are the Bible
Christians of Reformation history, distinguished from the Reformers through
the extension of the Biblical norm beyond the purely religious into economic
and social life." The Anabaptists took their religion seriously, supplying its
principles to everyday life and not merely to doctrinal judgments. They undersrood fellowship, discipleship and ministry better than the Calvinists and
Lutherans. They had the clergy-laity problem pretty well in hand.
Littell gives a quotation from another German professor who had written
to him about his studies in the Reformation for a new course he was offering
in a theological seminary. Said the professor: "I discovered my previous impression to be justified, that the whole misery of German Protestantism is
rooted in the fact that from the very beginning the Reformation churches
became nothing but pastor-churches. The same church which discovered the
priesthood of all believers has up to the present day never understood how
to develop a real sense of responsibility in the Christian laity, with spontaneous
cooperation in the local churches."
The professor in saying that while Luther and Calvin discovered the
priesthood of all believers, the churches of the Reformation have been nothing
but pastor-churches. The truth is that the reformers opposed the Anabaptists
because they sought to make the churches more democratic and less clerical.
Luther never intended anything more than a moderate reform, and he certainly
had no intention of unfrocking the clergy. The Anabaptists were "a voluntary
association of convinced believers" who believed in the mutual ministry of
the saints. They insisted on immersion and opposed infant baptism with vigor,
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and emphasized the spiritual life, significance of the Lord's Supper, and the
separation of church and state. They wished to be called simply "Christians"
or "Brethren." They did not care to start any new denomination, but they
rather envisioned the one holy, catholic church. Denominations arose after
them, but it was nor their intention. They were a terribly misunderstood people
and were persecuted even to the point of torture. Though they were exclusivists and some of them extremists, they were probably the best element to come
out of the Reformation.
K. S. Latourette in A History of Christianity states that the Anabaptists
"wished to return to the primitive Christianity of the first century." He further
explains that it was their objection to infant baptism that caused them to be
persecuted, for their insistence that people be immersed who were sprinkled
as infants was a declaration that virtually unchristianized all of Christendom.
Roman Catholics and Lutherans joined in persecuting them. Hundreds were
drowned, beheaded or imprisoned; others were forced to leave their h?mes.
After explaining that the Anabaptists were all stamped out on the Contment,
Latourette points out that "they contributed to the emergence or development
of movements in Britain, chiefly the Independents, Baptists, and Quakers."
Ir is significant to our study that the Anabaptists laid groundwork in continental Europe that later bore fruit in Great Britain.
We may conclude our brief survey of the Anabaptists with an interesting
analysis from H. C. Vedder's Balthazar Hubmaier, The Leader of the Anab"f)tiSfs;
"The real offense of the Anabaptists was nor that they were seditious,
turbulent, fomenters of social revolution, and therefore dangerous subjects,
potential rebels even when not in actual rebellion. That was true of a few
among them, but nobody ever seriously believed this of the majority. The real
offence of the Anabaptists was that they were Anabaptists ...
"Their doctrines were too Scriptural, too spiritual, too incompatible with
those that in many places were being forced on unwilling people, in the name
of reform by irreligious rulers obviously actuated by ambition and greed.
Their doctrines were too often eagerly received by the common people, who
lacked learning requisite for the perversion of the plain sense of Scriptures,
and found their Bibles and Anabaptists teachings to agree wonderfully."
Does this not sound somewhat like a page from the history of the
Restoration Movement? Surely we may conclude that the Anabaptists were pre•
cursors of the kind of reformatory thought that characterized early Disciple
pioneers. The Anabaptists have been strangely neglected by church historians.
There is presently a revival of interest in them. One of my professors at
Harvard recently visited some of the remote villages of Europe in search of
original sources for his book about the Anabaptists. Historians admit that
far too little is known about them. It is my conviction that as we uncover mor~
information on the Anabaptists we will discover how remarkably Christian
they were in an age of entrenched cleri~alism. It is possible that we :"ill come
more and more to think of them as an important part of the foundanon of the
Restoration Movement.
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The attitude of Protestants themselves coward the Anabaptists is evidence
eno~gh that the Retorma~ion carried with it a system of creedal authority.
~h:le the ~e~ormation re1ec:ed many _of the medieval dogmas of Romanism,
it d1d not nd itself of clencahsm, legalism, or a totalitarian church. Prostestant
~h~rches sought to be state churches just as Roman Catholicism had been, and
~t 1~nored t?e very principles of religious freedom to which it had appealed
m Its rebell10n to Rome. It soon developed a crystallized sectarianism.
Perhaps it was inevitable that the Reformation would give to England a
state church with. the king as its ~ead. But the struggle to make the Church
of England the_ kmd of Pr?testanttsm that would unite the divergent parties
was l~n~ and bmer .. For a tune the Presbyterians had control, and so the clergy
who ms1sted on episcopacy were relieved of their jobs. Under Cromwell the
Independen:s controlled the church, and at other rimes it was the Episcopalians.
The party m control would depose one monarch and enthrone another. Tue
~avoy Conferenc~ was an effort to unite the warring factions, but it ended
m victory for episcopacy. Then followed the Act of Uniformity in 1662 which
compelled all d~ssenrers from episcopacy to conform or else suffer persecution.
~o the state Epi~copal Ch_urchof England dominated only by means of coerc•
mg those who differed with them by fines, exile, and imprisonment. Gradually
the dissenters gained enough freedom to become tolerated sects, and in view
of what they had been through it is easy to see why they were willing to
settle down to a comfortable sectarianism.
These were the times that produced the prophets of unity and tolerance
~nd the f~re:11nnersof ~estorati~n thought. Garrison and DeGroot point out
m The Dtsci,ples of Christ: A History that it was during this period when intoler~nt parties were seeking to compel each other to conform or to excom•
municate ~ach ~ther th~t the cla~sicphrase was coined: "In essentials, unity; in
non-ess~nt1als,hberty; m all thmgs, charity." It originated in Germany Jong
before It was used by our pioneers. We now turn ro a somewhat detailed view
of the precursors of Restoration.

John Locke
In his Letter Concerning Toleration Locke sought to alleviate the misera~Je s:ate of affairs in England's divided Christendom. He insisted that rolerauo? is "the chief characteristic mark of the true Church," and that those
traits co~only witnessed in the lives of English Christians were "marks of
men stnvmg for power and empire over one another" rather than marks of
the true Church of Christ. It was a woeful farce to Locke that men would be
so _eage~to o~tracize each other over their differences of opinion when in
thetr private lives they were guilty of immoralities.
Throug~ou: t?is Letter, as well as in other writings, the philosopher says
much t~at Is ~1milar to_ ":hat was later enunnciated by Restoration leaders.
Concernmg unity of Christians he says: "Since men are so solicitous about the
true church, I would only ~sk them here, by the way, if it be not more agree•
able to the Church of Christ to make the conditions of her communion con-
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sist in such things, and such things only, as the Holy Spirit has in the Holy
Scriptures declared, in express words, to be necessary to salvation." This
was precisely Alexander Campbell's position, though not always the viewpoint
of many of those that today makeup the Restoration Movement. Such is the
position taken by this journal: nothing is to be made a test of fellowship
between Christians that God has not made a condition to salvation.
Locke continues to talk like a "Campbellite" when he says: "I ask, I say,
whether this be not more agreeable to the Church of Christ than for men to
impose their own inventions and interpretations upon others as if they were
of Divine authority, and to establish by ecclesiastical laws, as absolutely necessary to the profession of Christianity, such things as the Holy Scriptures do
either not mention, or at least not expressly command?"
The philosopher is right in implying that most of our division is the
result of making laws out of opinions or in forcing our own interpretation
upon difficult passages of Scripture. Division is often over matters that the
Bible says nothing about whatsoever. Discipledom is today divided over pre•
millennialism ( a difficult and vague subject of Biblical prophecy) and instrumental music (of which subject the New Testament is completely silent). In
Locke's time the situation was much the same.
Locke also anticipated British and American restorationisrs rn his anti-clericalism. To him the church is "a free and voluntary society" that is free of the
magistrate's sword and the clergyman's dogmatism. He needles the clergy by
reminding his readers "how easily and smoothly the clergy changed their decrees, their articles of faith, their form of worship, everything according to
the inclination of the kings and queens." Men must be made free from "all
dominion over one another in matters of religion." This involves liberating the
church from the state. Since faith and inward sincerity are the things that
procure acceptance with God then no magistrate can force his own religion
upon his subjects or compel others to believe as he does. The church on the
other hand is to stay out of the magistrate's jurisdiction; the only business of
the Church is the salvation of souls.
Locke showed shades of Campbell's "Sermon on the Law" in his distinction
between law and gospel, which put him well ahead of most of the theological
thinking of his day. In refuting the claim that the state is justified in punishing
heretics because Moses rooted out idolaters, he says: "True indeed, by the
law of Moses idolaters were rooted out; but that is not obligatory to us
Christians." Then he lays down a second legal principle: "No positive law
whatsoever can oblige any people but those to whom it is given. 'Hear, 0
Israel,' sufficiently restrains the obligations of the law of Moses only to that
people."
His faith in the Scriptures as the only foundation of faith was strong. It
was difficult for him to believe that a person truly has faith in the sufficiency
of the Bible who will "nevertheless lay down certain propositions as fundamental which are not in the Scriptures." He then adds: "Because others will
not acknowledge these additional opinions of theirs, nor build upon them as
if they were necessary and fundamental, they therefore make a separation in
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the Church, either by withdrawing themselves from others, or expelling the
others from them."
All of us who are teachers of the Word of God might well ponder this
indictment from John Locke: '1 cannot but wonder at the extravagant arrogance of those men who think that they themselves can explain things necessary
to salvation more clearly than the Holy Ghost, the eternal and infinite wisdom
of God."
Who is a heretic? Locke was interested in the answer to this question
since it was apparent that every opinionisr considered himself orthodox and
the person who differed with him as a heretic. He saw that heresy was commonly associated with doctrinal differences-that a man was branded heretical or
schismatic if he held to a doctrinal interpretation that differed from the party
to which he belonged. We may add that this is the common view of heresy
today. It is thought of as error in doctrine; an hertic is thus one who holds and
perhaps teaches a false doctrine--"false" according to party standards. Locke
disagreed with this view of heresy.
To Locke separation is the main idea in heresy, "Heresy is a separation
made in ecclesiastical communion between men of the same religion for some
opinions no way contained in the rule itself .. , Amongst those who acknowledge nothing but the Holy Scriptures to be their rule of faith, heresy is a
separation made in their Christian communion for opinions not contained in
the express words of Scripture." Heresy is "a ill-grounded separation in ecclesiastical communion made about things not necessary."
He tells us who is not a heretic: "He that denies not anything that the Holy
Scriptures teach in express words, nor makes a separation upon occasion of
anything that is not manifestly contained in the sacred text-however he may
be nicknamed by any sect of Christians and declared by some or all of them to
be utterly void of true Christianity-yet in deed and in truth this man cannot be either a heretic or schismatic."
Modern discipledom is badly in need of this lesson. Men are branded heretics for holding different opinions or for an unwillingess to coform to party
lines. Is a man a heretic because he sincerely holds to the premillennial view
of the kingdom of God? Is it heresy to support an evangelist through a missionary society? As crucial as professionalism and institutionalism have become
in our ranks, is it proper to label such conditions as heretical or schismatic?
It is only when one builds a party around his own particular interpretation to
the division of the body of Christ that he becomes a heretic. Locke is right
in insisting that heresy is separation, A heretic is one who breaks away from
the disciples, or divides the church, in order to promote his own cause and
opinion. He is one who "disfellowships" others because they do not agree with
him. He may even be right in doctrine; it is attitude that makes him a heretic.

Lesser Knou;n Prophets of Reform
John Locke is our Exhibit A that some Resroration principles were envisaged by the leaders of the British enlightenment. After all, Locke was "the greatest philosophical exponent of the new spirit in England," to quote a new Intro-
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duction to Philosoph·y by A vrum Stroll and Richard Popkin. Locke was undoubtedly England's greatest philosopher, and he is one of t~e most influencial
thinkers of all history. We have also looked to the Anabaptists as grounds for
believing that ideas of Restoration reached Britain through their influence.
We have now to look at lesser stars of the constellation to see if references
to primitive Christianity were somewhat general, or at leas: ~ rather coi_nmon
frame of reference in efforts to find an answer to the religious confusion.
In A. T. DeGroot's The Restoration Principle (Bethany Press, 1960) it
is revealed that Daniel Defoe, the novelist of Robinson Crusoe fame, was an
advocate of the restoration of primitive Christianity. He was a Britisher and a
contemporary of John Locke, DeGroot points out that one might b~ sur~r~sed
to discover how pointedly Defoe used Robinson Crusoe to convey h1~ reh~1ous
convictions. Defoe was a devoted nonconformist layman who sees m Friday,
the savage found by Crusoe, a means of illustrating the pow~r o_fthe B~ble
in an honest heart apart from state church or clergy. After fmdmg a Bible
in the wrecked ship, Robinson Crusoe not only gives the book a careful study
himself, but proceeds to instruct Friday.
Defoe was not writing for any religious sect when he pm: the following
words into the mouth of Crusoe:
This savage was now a good Christian, a much better than I •••
We
had here the word of God to· read, and no farther off from his Spirit to i!1struct, than if we had been in Engl~nd . _. • ~noth-:r thing I cannot_ refr~m
from observing here also, from expen~nce_ 1~ this retired part of my hfe, viz.,
how infinite and inexpressible a blessing 1t 1s that the knowledge of God, and
of the doctrine of salvation by Christ Jesus, is so plainly laid down in th,e word
of God, so easy to he received and understood, that, as the bare readmg the
Scripture made me capable of understanding enough of my duty to carry me
directly on to the great work of repentance for my_ sin;, and l_aying hold o_f
a Saviour for life and salvation, to a stated reformation m l':ract1ce and obedience to all God's commands, and this without any teacher or mstr;1ctor-:-l mea_n
human---so the same instruction sufficiently served to the enhghtemng this
savage creature, and bringing him to be such a Christian as I have known
few equal to him in my life.
As to all the disputes, wranglings, strife. an~ c~ntentio~ which have happened in the world about religion, whether mceties m doctrme, or schemes of
church government, they were all perfectly useless to us, and, for aught _I can
yet see, thev have been so to the rest of the world. We had the sure gmd~ to
heaven, viz,; the word of God; and we ha~, blessed be_ God, comfor!ahle v1_ews
of the Spirit of God teaching an~ i_nstructrng us. by His wor9, lead1_ng us rn~o
all truth, and making us both w11lmg and obedient to the mstruct1on _of His
word. And I cannot see the least use that the grea_test ½nowledge of the disputed
points of religion, which have mad~ sue~ confusrnns, m the w:orl,d, would have
been to us, if we could have ohtamed 1t. (DeGroot s transcnptrnn)

Here we have a strong appeal for the sufficiency of simple biblical Christianity in a popular British novel as early as 1719. We might a~d in passing
that Defoe spent two years in prison for a pamphlet he wrote m defense of
those who dissented from the Church of England.
Garrison and DeGroot ( op. cit.) give us this interesting quotation from
Edward Stillingfleet, a clergyman within the established church, which indicates
that Restoration concepts existed within the Church of England as well as
without.
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"It would be strange indeed the Church should require more than Christ
himself did, or make other conditions of her communion than our Saviour
did of Discipleship ... Without all concroversie, the main in-let of all distractions, confusions and divisions of the Christian world hath been the adding of other conditions of Church-communion than Christ hath done."
Observe that Dean Stillingfleet accounts for religious division on the
grounds th~t Christia?s ad~ other conditions of fellowship than those enjoined
by the C~ns_r.On this po1?t he was perhaps a better Campbellite than many
modern disciples who continually draw lines of fellowship on each other.
There were those that were suspicious of party names. John Dury ( 15951680) favored the abolition of aH sectarian names and urged that all Protestants
be called "Reformed Christians." He travelled widely among the churches
as a peacemaker, pleading for less controversial writing and more freedom
for the individual. Hugo Grotius ( 1583-1645) wrote two books in which he
sued for peace. He avowed that peace and unity could be achieved by an appeal to "the beauty of the primitive church."

Glasites
As_we fT.lO~e
toward the middle of the eighteenth century we find movements m Bncam that are more definitely and distinctively Restoration in
character. The one basic purpose of these movements was to reproduce the
~hurch_as it existed in apostolic times. They were more specific and detailed
m their approach to Restoration than had ever been hinted at by their precursors. One such movement was started by John Glas, a Presbyterian, who left
the Church of Scotland because of its alignment with the state and because it
had such lawmaking bodies as synods that were not sanctioned by the New
Tes_rament.His_ m~in inte~est was that congregations have liberty to conduct
their own affairs m the lrght of their understanding of the New Testament.
. Gradually the Glasites came to reject all creeds and to be directed by the
Scnptures alone. They began to observe the Lord's Supper more often than the
once-a-month t-•~ ....,, .... of :he Scotti~h church, and they placed a plurality of
elders over each congreganon. Most important of all was their consciousness of
the primitive order and their eagerness to reproduce it. This desire made them
indifferent to the ritual and organizations of the established churches. It likewise cooled them on the clergy. Their churches were small humble and insignificant in comparison to the state churches, and there 'were ne~er more
than twenty or thirty of them.
Robert San?eman, a son-in-law to Glas, became the most important leader
among _rheGlasites. Indeed he was a recognized theologian whose works were
read widely by people who knew little or nothing of his religious movement.
Sande~~~ was strongly intellectual ( Campbell regarded him as "a giant among
pyg~1es ) and he str~ssed a reasonable approach to religion as against an
emo_uonal appr?ach. His ch~r~hes prac:iced mutual ministry and weekly celebratton of Lords Supper. W dham Robmson ( op. cit.) points out that Michael
Faraday, the famous scientist, was a Glasite.
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Though the Glasites were definitely restoration-minded they were not
immersionists. It was Archibald McLean ( 1733-1812) along with Robert
Carmichael, both Glasite ministers, that began to immerse after the apostolic
order and started a Scotch Baptist Church in 1765. The Scotch Baptists became
the immediate forerunners of the Churches of Christ of Great Britain. Some of
McLean's Baptist congegations were remarkably similar to the "Campbellite"
churches in America-and some of these British churches had existed for ,
almost a generation when Alexander Campbell was born in Ireland in 1788.
The Haldane Brothers

Alexander Campbell's biographer, Robert Richardson, identifies the reformatory movement of the Haldanes in Scotland as the one "from which Mr.
Campbell received his first impulse as a religious reformer, and which may be
justly regarded, indeed, as the first phase of that religious reformation which
he subsequently carried out so succesfully." We have arrived, therefore, at
that point in history where rhe sun of the Restoration Movement as we know
it has begun to dawn.
The Haldane brothers were rich men who had such religious zeal as to
spend large sums on erecting tabernacles for the preaching of the Word,
organizing seminaries and missionary societies, and even supporting the religious education of more than a score of primitive Africans. Their money was
also i;pent on the distribution of tracts and Bibles, for as yet there were no
organized societies for this work. They set up Sunday Schools and imported
the great evangelists of the day to preach. They were of course dissenters
from the established church and soon organized themselves into a Congregational Church, mainly because the state church opposed their efforts. Richardson suggests that the seed of reform would not have been sown so well as
to influence Alexander Campbell as early as 1809 had it not been for the vast
amount of money spent by the Haldanes. Campbell came under their influence
during the year he spent at Glasgow University after having been detained
on his trip to America to join his father.
The Haldane churches were not only independent in government after
the New Testament order, but also practiced the weekly communion of the
Lord's Supper and baptized by immersion only. James Haldane issued a
book in which he laid down such propositions as "All Christians are bound
to observe the universal and approved practices of the first churches recorded
in Scripture." They believed that the New Testament provides instructions re•
garding all phases of the church·s faith and practice. They were determined .to
restore the exact pattern of the primitive church in regards to work, worship,
ordinances and ministry. For awhile they sought to defend infant baptism, but
eventually it was given up.
One of these Haldane churches was in Glasgow where the 21-year-old
Campbell was in college and was presided over by one Greville Ewing, with
whom Campbell had considerable contact. Before he left Glasgow for America
Campbell withdrew himself from the Seceder Presbyterian Church, the party
in which both he and his father were ministers.
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There were conflicts in the Haldane movement that may lend understanding to the struggle over such points in the labors of Alexander Camp-?ell and David King. First of all, it was a big step for these people to reject
infant baptism and submit to immersion, just as it had been for the Anabaptists
earlier. At this time there was no great Baptist denomination that could offer
immersionists the security they desired. To reject infant baptism was a virtual
withdrawal from all of Christendom.
When James Haldane announced to his Edinburgh congregation that he
could not longer baptize children, many of his members left him and either
returned to the established church or started a church of their own. Greville
Ewing in Glasgow could not lead himself to reject infant baptism, which was
a bone of contention in his relationship to the Haldane reformation. Due
to the very high regard that Campbell had for Ewing, this may help to explain the tortuous experience that Campbell himself had with the question
and why it took him several years to submit to immersion.
If any issue was more controversial among the Haldane churches than
infant baptism, it was the doctrine of the mutual ministry of the saints. One
~alda~e minis_rer;William Ballantine, published a Treatise on the Elder's Office
m wh1ch he msisted on the plurality of elders in every church and mutual
exhortation on the Lord's Day. It seems that the Haldanes themselves accepted
the vi':w that it was both a privilege and a duty for members in general to
speak m the assembly on Lord's Day. Richardson says this was "the real cause
of the division."
This c~ntr~versy_o~er mutual ministry runs throughout the entire history
of Restorat:on m B_rnam.W~ shall see that David King played a significant
role. Even m America there IS hardly any idea in Restoration thought toward
which people ( especially our clergy) are more touchy than that of mutual
ministry. Most people wish to be ministered to rather than to minister. Elders
are inclined to turn their tasks of ministering the Word into the hands of a
professional minister. The "pastor system" pleases most everyone. If one wants
a war on his hands, let him make some serious effort to unhorse the modern
~ler?Y system. Even in _the Halda~e movement where people's minds were
mchned toward the ancient order 1t proved very difficult for the churches to
apply truly the principle of the priesthood of every believer.
We have now traced Restoration beginnings from the turbulent era of
the Anabaptists to the age of British enlightenment under John Locke, and
from su~h prophets of reform as Daniel Defoe and Dean Stillingfleet to the
refo~mat1onsof G!as, Sandeman, and :he Haldanes. Our view has been general.
Unhke the American movement, which was more localized and more easily
traced t~ cer:ain_me_nand places, the British beginnings take many paths and
bypaths m wmdmg Its way toward a crystallized movement. Now that we have
t~ken a ge~eral ~iew of the bac~ground we are ready for the study of a particular leadmg figure of the Bmish movement.
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DAVID KING: MAN IN CRISIS

The subject of our study was born in London in 1819, which made him
thirty-one years younger than Alexander Campbell, but unlike Campbell he
was born of parents who made no particular profession of religion until late
in life. It was not until David King left school at age 12 to help his Mother
in the family busin::ss, due to the death of his father, that he came under any,
distinct religious influence. This influence was by means of good books
working upon an impressionable and eager mind.
In the family workshop young David had time on his hands, so he
turned to reading everything he could get his hands on. A kindly neighbor
observed that the boy was reading too much fiction and hardly any solid
stuff, so he invited him into his own well-stocked library with the understanding that only first class books would be read. Once facts began to replace
fiction a new era dawned for the lad.
The same thoughtful neighbor encouraged David to attend Wesleyan
Chapel (the British often speak of "chapel" rather than church) with his
own sons, and it was here that he was first exposed to the gospel of Christ.
He later wrote of this experience with the Methodists: "There I came fully
under the influence of the great facts of the gospel and learned the world-wide
love of God, being slowly drawn nearer to Him."
As the boy grew into young manhood his interest in the things of this
world dampened his religious zeal. One unhappy influence was an unscrupulous
employer who held religion in contempt and permitted irregularities in his
business. David came to see that his chance for "success" called for a course
of action that was incompatible with the approbation of God. Like most young
men he was tempted to seek fame and fortune.
It was about this time while on a Sunday afternoon's walk that he came
within hearing of "a working-man preacher" whose proclamation of the
gospel rekindled his interest in things of the Spirit. Returning to a Wesleyan
Chapel, it became his constant habit throughout life to attend some assembly
of worship ( usually more than once) each Lord's day.
Is there a spiritual crisis in each man's life, an unusual experience in which
man confronts God in judgment? This writer believes that every man has a
confrontation with God-a kind of "spiritual ordeal" in which man is alone
with his Maker. Such was the case with David King, who left a record of the
divine crisis in his life. He describes how "under the preaching of Dr. Beaumont
the love of God was felt as it had never been felt before," and how he was
that night "begotten of God." He continued within the framework of Methodism for awhile, but under the preaching of Robert Aitkin, an Independent,
he broke from his Methodist associations. But his unanswered questions seemed
to multiply, and he floundered in confusion.
His search for more light became intense. He turned to the Bible with
the determination to discover for himself the truth of God, and he sought
help from all quarters. While in this state of mind he happened to come in
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contact with the writings of Alexander Campbell in America, and he was
especially impressed with Campbell's essay on "Baptism and the Remission
of Sins" in the Millennial Harbinger. He was pleased to learn that there was
a community in America that sought to be Christians only and to reject all
sectarian affiliation.
Campbell's writings convinced him that the Lord had connected immersion in water with the forgiveness of sins. He thus came to view baptism
as "the act of translation into the Kingdom of the Son of God." Yet he was
slow to question his former assurance of pardon. The newly discovered truth
about baptism was, however, so exciting to him that he eagerly sought to
share it with others, only to discover that they were not as open-minded on
the subject as himself.
For some two years he was in a desperate and fruitless isolation, and
he was himself yet unimmersed. His search for others of likemind appeared
hopeless. Perhaps it was by providence that he learned of an assembly in
Lincolnshire that held views similar to the new movement in America. This
brought him into contact with James Wallis (later the editor of the British
Millennial Harbinger) who had been a Scotch Baptist, but who as early as
1836 had formed a church which in the main stood for the same things for
which Campbell was contending in America.
King was immersed into Christ in 1842 at an assembly in Clerkenwell
Green, near London, that was presided over by John Black, another Baptist
who had become a Restorationist. The record reads: "They, being satisfied
that he had been begotten through the incorruptible seed of the Word of
Truth-the Gospel of Christ, the Son of God-gladly afforded him the means
of burial into the death of Christ, and birth out of water into the Kingdom
of the Son of God's love." It is noteworthy that according to King's own view
of the matter he was "born again" through immersion into Christ several
years after he was "begotten of God;' which he identifies as the great crisis
of his life.
His wife, Louise, whom he had married three years earlier, was also
immersed. It was a new beginning for one of the most remarkable couples
in the history of the British Restoration Movement.

The Man and His Wife
The Bible assures us that a gracious wife is not only hard to find but
that "her price is far beyond rubies." Louise King was evidently that kind
of wife. Though not blessed with motherhood, she devoted her many talents
to the service of God. Those who knew both David and Louise King testify
that David King's life would have been less worth recording had it not been
for the influence of his wife. An observer wrote: "David King has been
greatly helped through life by an admirable partner, whose culture and mental
force have been equal, if not superior, to his own; and no estimate of the man
will be just without taking this into account."
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It takes a wise and gracious woman to be "equal if not superior" to her
husband in intellectual accomplishments and yet portray "the hidden person
of the heart with the imperishable jewel of a gentle and quiet spirit, which
in God't sight is very precious." Even though Louise King was superior to
most men in intellectual grace, she knew what it meant to be submissive to
her husband. She not only traveled nearly all the time with her husband, wh,o
was perhaps the most ubiquitous evangelist in our movement's history in
Britain, but she also joined him as an editor of his publications.
A friend writes of Louise's competence as a columnist: "We who have
lived so many years concurrently with their joint lives and labors cannot
forget, even in the serial literature emanating from their house, how often
we have turned with grateful refreshment to Louise's department to find a
feast of heart and play of emotion, which was a change from the more taxing
pursuit of argumentative demonstration and the exercise of mental discipline
in the Editor's own province." She is described by her husband as "a loving
and faithful wife, and a diligent helper in the work of faith and labor of love."
It is further said of Louise: "In field or vineyard, wandering or at rest,
a sister wife was with him everywhere, except on the briefest impracticable
occasions, and her mark was upon everything that pertained to the chosen
work of his life. On her part, whatever were her advantages in early education
and mental acuteness, she looked up to him as head, and leaned with beautiful
and loving trust on an arm stronger than her own. Each was the complement
of the other-incomplete apart, in labor as in life."
The most important source of information on the life of our subject is a
book entitled Memoir of David King, which was edited by Louise King
( though no date or place is mentioned, it was probably published in England
in 1898). An important section of this book is a chapter on "The Home
Tribute", a description by Mrs. King herself. The rest of the book consists
of a memoir by Joseph Collin and Mrs. King's own compilation of some of
her husband's writings as an ediror over a period of nearly thirty-five years.
In her personal tribute Mrs. King says of her husband: "Endued with
strong mentality, with energy and business tact, he could have made his way
in any chosen profession." She says that the gospel "subjugated his whole life,"
and that "professional ambition and lofty earthly aspirations were laid aside."
She saw him as one determined to do the will of God. A touching statement
is her description of his love for her: "He had neither position nor wealth
with which to endow his companion, but he gave a love second only to that
he gave the Saviour. The injunction, 'Husbands, love your wives even as
Christ also loved the church and gave himself for it,' was duly fulfilled by
him." He loved her, she says, for fifty-five years with "gentle courteous love,"
which was manifested even as he dosed his eyes in death. Love filled his life
and "love" was the last word he uttered.
Louise writes of her husband that he was so conciliatory about differences
that he went out of his way to let the other brother have his way. She points
to faith and patience as his crowning virtues. He believed that right and truth
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will ultimately triumph. The Lord's work should be done in the Lord's own

way, leaving the result with God. "Have faith in God!" was his favorite
admonition. As for his patience Louise tells how he bore up under acute
bodily suffering, misrepresentation, and bitter and unmerited abuse. Regarding
his patient labor of love she says some things that should cause all of us
of a later generation to think more soberly of our rich heritage: "He fought
the good fight, and the rising generation of workers in the Lord's vineyard,
who know but little of the fighting that has been achieved, will find their
work much expedited and simplifed, because such men have unselfishly toiled,
removing obstruction, grappling with error, living Chrisred lives, holding
forth the Word of God against all opposers. To whom we may surely apply
the gracious assurance: 'That they that be wise shall shine as the brightness
of the firmament, and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars for
ever and ever.' "
A Busy Evangelist
Restoration history in Britain remembers David King most of all as an
evangelist. Lancelot Oliver, editor of Old Paths, said of him in 1894: "By
nature and personal endeavor he was fitted to command a great influence
in evangelistic work. A strong full voice, commanding aspect, a powerful
mind, and a great control of all his powers, gave him immense influence on
the platform." Oliver spoke of his fifty-two years of preaching as "a plea by
rongue and pen for a return to Primitive Christianity.'' His central conviction
was the sovreignty of Christ, and in his efforts to be true to Christ as Lord
he would sacrifice time, comfort, money and even reputation. He is described
as very industrious and as imminently loyal to his responsibilities.
Unlike Campbell, who always thought of himself as an editor and reformer instead of an evangelist, David King was first of all an evangelist.
Much of his life was spent in virgin fields or with struggling churches that
were not yet established. One of his early successes was in Piltdown, England,
where he brought an entire Adventist Church of 150 members into the
Restoration Movement. There is no suggestion, however, that he re-immersed
them. The practice of rebaptizing those who have already been immersed
into Christ is a recent departure from Restoration principles. The early
Restorationists in neither America or Britain would have considered reimmersing an immersed believer. It is the "Church of Christ" wing of our
movement that is frequently guilty of this falsification of baptism. They will
even rebaptize those that have been immersed by "Christian Church" preachers!
Mr. King gradually broke away from his secular employment, giving
more and more of his time to evangelism. He carried the gospel to all sections
of England. By 1852 there were 76 churches, many of which he had begun
and most of which looked to him for leadership. He worked especially in
London, Birmingham, Manchester, Wolverhampton, Leicester, and Liverpool.
He understood the New Testament to teach that the evangelist who starts
a congregation should watch over it until it has elders to care for it.
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These young British churches were alert to the problem of oversight.
Elders were to rule over the churches, but until an eldership could be developed
they looked to an evangelist for supervision. They took this matter so seriously
that it sometimes was put into writing. One church in Birmingham, for
instance, released brother King from "his official oversight" in the following
resolution: "That this Church receives with deep regret the unconditional
resignation of his official oversight given it by brother King; deplores with
him the fact that he has not found it practicable to realize his own desire in
the complete scriptural organization of the Church; desires to convey to him,
and record, its high appreciation of his long, successful, and self-denying
labours, and its admiration of his clear and consistent character as a man
and a Christian; trusts that in his changed relationship he may still find
opportunity to minister to its further enlightenment and complete organization ... "
The British brethren were sensitive to the need of shepherds attending
each flock of God. It was clear to them that if sheep need a pastor then surely
lambs do. So they did nor leave their babes in Christ without care. Until such
time as there were elders it was the evangelist's responsibility co nurture
them. Indeed, it was the evangelist's duty to train men to be bishops, to
"ordain elders in every city." King did a lot of this kind of work. At W olverhampton, for example, he not only baptized the believers, but he organized
them into a congregation, trained them for leadership, and supervised their
work until elders were appointed. Once elders were appointed the evangelist
would go elsewhere. This is of course the picture we have of evangelistic
work in the New Testament.
Ir seems that King had his labors as an evangelist were well organized. For
many years he labored with a cluster of new congregations in the Birmingham
area with a view of placing elders over each one. He would spend nine months
of each year with these new churches, training them in the apostles' doctrine.
He spent the other three months in virgin fields. As a congregation was
strong enough to move ahead under its own bishops, he would take on
another responsibility. When he saw that he could not properly minister
to the needs of an un-officered congregation, he would resign the oversight,
leaving the church free to turn to some other evangelist to care for it until
its organization was completed.
This explains why the British churches proved to be more stable than
their American counterparts. While the American movement started far more
churches, due partly to the excitement of western frontier life, it did nor
establish the churches as the British did. The Americans would go into a
frontier town and immerse forty or fifty people (90% of the people were
members of no church in those days) and would then leave them on their
own to make it the best way they could. Religion followed the frontierand so did the Campbell movement, leaving their babes in Christ behind
without anyone to attend them.
It is evident that Campbell realized this mistake. He felt as David King
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about the work of evangelists and elders. The truth is that Campbell's work
grew so fast that it got out of hand. It was like an army on the march that
has no time to consolidate its conquests. This partly explains why the movement
eventually fell prey to the clergy system and why it crystallized into a sect
with its several conflicting parties. The American churches were in the hands
of a professional ministry within a generation after Campbell, while the
British churches continued to be cared for by their own ordained elders,
doing their best to withstand the American influence that would disrupt
their scriptural order.

David King and the Pastor System
It is interesting that recent opposition to "the pastor system" should be
viewed as something new. It has been branded by such epithets as "the teaching
of Ketcherside and Garrett," as if the idea arose with these men. The truth
is that most, if not all, of the pioneers of the Restoration Movement registered
their objection to the one•man minister system. Both Alexander Campbell
and David King were as adamant in their opposition to the system as Carl
Ketcherside and Leroy Garrett ever dared to be. And no contest over this
practice has been as fierce in this country as it was in Britain when effort
was made to foist it upon their congregations.
King's opposition to the system was more intense than Campbell's only
because he lived to see it encroach itself upon the churches he had established,
while Campbell died before the system worked its way into the American
churches. Both Campbell and King realized that a professional minister in
the pulpit would not only displace the proper function of the elders as the
pastors of the flock, but would frustrate any effort to develop a reciprocal
ministry. They understood the New Testament to teach that every brother
should edify the congregation according to his ability. The hireling minister
was an obvious obstruction to this kind of program. Too, the pastor system
called for an emphasis upon money, programs, organizations, buildings, and
general conformity to sectarianism ( from whence it had come) that it was
viewed as a threat to the Restoration Movement.
When Timothy Coop attempted to introduce "the pastor" to the British
churches, he met the stone wall of David King's influence. Joseph Collin,
King's biographer, describes Coop as a man who "had the misfortune to get
rich" and consequently as one who was conscious of the power of the dollar
and who was ambitious to conquer the English churches "by American methods
and mercenaries." It was due partly to the influence of Isaac Errett of the
Christian Standard and partly to the misfortunes of the Civil War that the
American churches had succumed to the pastor system. Errett had proposed
it only as a temporary expedient, suggesting that the churches could discard
it and return to the leadership of elders once they had grown stronger. David
Lipscomb of the Gospel Advocate opposed Errett, insisting that it was too
much to expect men to give up their salaried position of prominence in the
church and return to the uncertainties of the evangelistic field.
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Since Errett the Restoration Movement in this country has for the most
part been saddled with the pastor system. Elders have become little more than
figureheads. The situation is not so serious in Britain, for many of their
churches are yet nurtured by the elders, and the evangelists are in the field.
Even in the more liberal "Christian Church" wing the distinction between
clergy and laity is much less defined than it is in the "Church of Christ" in
America. This is due to the labors of King and his cohorts who not only
established the churches so that they could do their own work, but also warned
against and fought off the American practice. Thus we can read from Joseph
Collin: "Coop's hirelings, finding at the outset the Churches of Christ strongly
entrenched and defended, resorted to the expedient of belittling David King
and his brethren; but the failure of their own campaign is the best answer
to all that; and a sad reminiscence paints Timothy Coop as the man that 'went
down from Jerusalem to Jericho'."
It was as an editor that King leveled many of his charges against the
system. In an article on "The Minister" he wrote: "The Minister! Who and
what is he? It is quite common to hear persons allude to the minister of the
church to which they belong. Independents, Baptists, Presbyterians, and other
Non-conformists, almost invariably use the term in the singular, as 'the
minister of our church.' We have, therefore, to ask from the New Testament
an answer to the very reasonable question: What is that office in the Church
of Christ which entitles the person who fills it to be termed THE MINISTER?
The answer is short and simple: There is no such office, and therefore no
such officer."
In the same article he refers to a brother who is a shoemaker that has
charge of cleaning, opening and closing the chapel, but who is unable to
minister the word. He is as much a minister to the congregation as one who
teaches. He also refers to Phoebe as "a minister" of a congregation ( Rom. 16: 1),
for the Greek word is the same for servant, minister, and deacon. Those who
filled the waterpots at the marriage feast in Cana are called ministers (John
2:5), and in John 12:2 Martha is a minister because she served. His point
is that "minister" simply means servant-one who renders any kind of serviceand that every Christian is to be a minister.
As for serving as a teacher or preacher, every saint is to fill these functions
as he may be able. So a congregation will have as many ministers of the word
of God as it has saints who can teach. To hire a man to come in and monopolize
the speaker's stand as the minister ( or a current American evasion: "the local
evangelist"!) is to falsify the scriptural concept of the priesthood of all
believers, according to King. The professional minister is in the way in a
congregation that seeks to develop its teaching abilities. He is a hindrance
rather than a help.

Evangelists and Elders
King anticipates the question "If you take away the minister, what will
you put in his place?" by pointing out that there is a God•given order for
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the ministry in the Church of Christ. After showing the role played by the
apostles and prophets in the primitive church, functions that do not need
to be provided for today since the original apostles and prophets continue to
exert their authority through the New Testament, he points out that the work
of evangelists, pastors, and teachers must be provided for continually.
Evangelists are responsible for the being of the congregation while elders
or pastors are essential for the well-being of the congregation. King does not
believe in ordaining or installing evangelists. A disciple becomes an evangelist
when he does the work of an evangelist to the extent that he warrants the
name. Just as one is not a baker who only occasionally bakes bread, so a
disciple is not an evangelist until he is devoted ro the tasks of evangelistic work.
We differ with King in this regard, for 1 Tim. 4: 14 indicates that
Timothy was ordained, and we can hardly see that it is the amount of work
that one does that constitutes him an evangelist. The reference to the baker
is not a good analogy since the baker holds no office. President Eisenhower
was as much president while ill as any other time, even though he could do
no work, for he held an office ordained by the constitution. If elders ordain
("lay hands on" as in Timothy's case) a man to the evangelistic office in view
of the church's constitution, which is the New Testament, then he is an
evangelist by nature of the ordination, regardless of the amount of work he does.
Surely every disciple is an evangelist in the sense that he does some
preaching of the gospel (Acts 8:4), but the fact remains that "he gave some
to be evangelists" (Eph. 4:11). If the evangelist is an officer, as is an elder,
then he must be ordained to his work by the disciples through their proper
agents. After all, a disciple does not become an elder simply by doing the
work of an elder. He is usurping authority unless he is an appointed officer.
But David King does not mistake the work of an evangelist. As we have
seen, his fifty-five years of ministry is a good commentary on what an evan•
gelist should be. The evangelist preaches the gospel, immerses believers,
organizes churches by training and appointing elders and watches over them
until the elders are developed. Even when churches are fully organized the
evangelist continues to lend such temporary assistance from time to time as
may further strengthen the church. But he never becomes a permanent fixture;
nor does he in any wise do the work of the elders. He travels among all the
churches, giving special attention to those that need him most.
King emphasizes the need for the evangelist's "provisional oversight"
of newly planted churches, and he answers an objection that continues to be
heard today: "It has been objected that the provisional oversight of churches
planted by an evangelist, or transferred to him by those who planted them,
falls but little short of the 'One Man System'-that he has as much in his
hands, and is as necessary as the one and only pastor of a modern Baptist or
Independent Church."
Here is his answer as to the difference between evangelistic oversight
and the one-man pastor system: "Look fairly into the two positions and it will
appear that scarcely any rwo things can be more unlike. In the one case you
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have a man filling a provisional position and laboring to prepare men, or to
discover their fitness if already prepared, that he may divide among them
the work, office and oversight, which rests upon his shoulders, that, thus
released, he may give all attention to the rescuing of sinners from the power
of Satan, or to the setting of other churches in order."
Now he describes the pastor system: "In the other case, you behold a
man who has made himself, or whom a perverse system has made, everlastingly
necessary to the church in which he labors. He is the pastor-he is to feed them
with the finest wheat-the pulpit, to which the whole church look for instruction is his--they come to be filled, he has to fill them. And this is to continue,
not merely till the edification of the body can be committed to itself, but
it is the summit of their wishes, beyond which they have no expectation.
This man may ( as is sometimes the case) spend fifty years with one church,
and then be as necessary ro it as at the beginning."
King further describes the system: "Take him away and send not one of
his order to fill the vacant place, the interest expires. The popular pastor or
minister is a creature of whom no trace can be found in the apostolic writings ...
It is committing to the evangelist the work of a plurality of elders and also
that of divers teaching brethren, so that he becomes truly The One Man. No
wonder that colleges in nine cases out of ten fail to supply men equal to their
task. That many modern pastors deserve to be noted for talent and efficiency
in preaching and defending the doctrines for the propagation of which they
are set, is cheerfully admitted, but that anyone ever did, or ever can, wholly
fill the office ro which they are called is unhesitatingly denied."
He goes on to point out that the minister should become a true evangelist
and set that church in order over which he has been serving as minister. Let
elders be qualified to do their job, thus freeing him for new fields. Each church
should support an evangelist in the field, and some churches could support
several. "Surely the multitude perishing around us furnishes ample employment
for a mighty army of preachers."
David King can hardly be accused of being influenced in his ideas
on the pastor system by Ketcherside or Garrett, for he wrote these things over
one hundred years ago. He makes Ketcherside and Garrett look like schoolboys
on this subject!
Other Important Ideas
It is the ideas that one contributes to a cause that makes his work significant.
David King was a man of ideas. There was a kind of "system" to his thinking.
He was able to put his finger on the weak spots in the thought structure of
the British Restoration Movement. In the remaining part of this study we will
summarize a few of his views that are especially stimulating.
Mutual Ministry. King had a large view of ministry-all those that serve
in the church, whether teaching or cleaning the building, are ministers. This
is the meaning of mutual ministry. In regard to teaching in the assembly,
every brother is to edify who is capable of doing so, and only those who are
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capable. King says, "While the 'one man system' has shrivelled and enfeebled
the tongue of the church the 'all teacher system' is still a worse malady. A
church with a swollen and inflamed tongue is a frightful spectacle." He says
that there are some who may be able to give a word of exhortation who are
unable to teach, and there are some who should remain silent since they can
do neither.
Widow Ministry. He understood 1 Tim. 5:9-12 to authorize the appointment of sixty-year-old widows as deaconesses.Their ministry would be especially
with younger women, warning them of the maiden's dangers and teaching
wifely duties. Since there are such qualifications as "well reported of for
good works, who have brought up children, lodged strangers, relieved the
afflicted," it is dear that it is not a matter of merely supporting such widows,
but of selecting them for a service that requires certain qualifications. King
points out that a widow does not have to be sixty years old before she may
receive help from the church. Should not the saints give aid to a 45 year
old widow as well as to an older one provided her needs were equal? Nor
would it be necessary for a widow to have reared children in order to be
helped by her brethren. She is to be sixty years old because at that age she
is less likely to "grow wanton against Christ" and "desire to marry," thus
incurring condemnation for "having violated her first pledge." ( verse 11).
The "pledge" would be the committmem to the diaconate in which the
church becomes dependent upon her labors for certain of those who need
her particular ministry. This leaves the church without this important service,
and this is why her defection from the office for marriage incurs condemnation.
So Paul urged that "younger widows be not enrolled." The enrollment into
"the number" (verse 9) is thus an office of ministry. King contended that
these "holy women" are our greatest need; their work is the most neglected.
Helps. Among the funaions mentioned in 1 Cor. 12:28 as "set in the
church" is helps. King says this signifies persons who are selected to assist in work that is especially committed to others. There may be helps to
the elders, deacons and deaconesses. They are to be selected by the elders and
assigned to help in certain areas of the church's ministry. A help would not
of course have the authority of an elder just because he would be assisting
the elders, but he would work under the supervision of the elders in doing
those things that the elders might otherwise have to leave undone due to
lack of time. It would follow that a help ( the selected one would be referred
to by this title) to an elder or deacon would in time be qualified to serve
in those offices, thus providing the church with depth of talent for offices
as they become vacant.

Conclusion
The lack of space forbids our giving a larger picture of David King as
a man of ideas. We have sought to stress his role in the British movement
as one who helped to preserve the organizational purity of the congregations.
He understood the ministry of the church as few have, and he realized that
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an effective Restoration depended upon the proper function of that ministry.
His writings reveal that he saw the restored church as a vital force for good
in the community. King's understanding of the body of Christ was that the
abilities of each member would be so employed as not only to edify the body
itself but also serve to the enhancement of the community it serves.
David King teaches us much. He shows us how to choose the scriptural
order rather than the expedients of a professionally oriented religion. He
spoke and wrote of "the beauty of the Lord," "the Divine beautifier," and
"the King Messiah," and he teaches us that by becoming ministers of Christ
in whatever ways we can we come to appreciate the Christ as the beautiful
Lord of our lives. We have too long tried to serve God by paying men and
institutions to do for us those things that are truly meaningful only when
we do them ourselves.
King seems to represent much of what the Anabaptists, Scotch Baptists,
Glasites, and other Independents were seeking to accomplish. In refusing to
surrender the principle of the priesthood of all believers, and by resisting
the temptation to give mere lip service to it, King was able to do what the
background movements never did: he made the mutual priesthood of saints
work!
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THE GREAT CONVERSATION

Vhe fireat
ConverJation
With the Editor

•
LETTERS OF INTEREST
Accept my congratulations on your schol•
arly efforts. This journal is a fine instru•
ment of high-level Christian commnnicalion.
Best wishes in your efforts to promote
better understanding among all the groups
of the restoration tradition.-Bob
Fleming,
San Mateo, Calif.
Upon lookng at the Restoration Review
for Winter, 1961 1 was disappointed to
see many features left out. After reading it,
however, I found it to be a most impor•
tant issue. Here is a field of writing which
is truly neglected but very important, and
l am looking forward tn learning more
about the early leaders of the movement.
Having "waded" through the Memoirs in
class at Ozark Bible College, it was a
real joy to meet the author through your
article.
One thing caught my attention that I
have thought about much lately. On page
17 you mention that "the main stream of
Disciples are splitting over such cooperative agencies as the United Christian Missionary Society." I have done a limited
amount of study on this question by read•
ing in the publications at the time of the
formation of the UCMS. During this period
from 1915-1925 I was amazed to discover
how little the question of cooperation versus indepemlency was raised. The main
question was comity, liberal tendencies,
and open membership. The strong opposi•
tion to agencies seemed to come as a reaction to the ability to control these
agencies against the wishes of members
in assembly by means of "interpretation
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in committee" and thus "cooperation" became a controversy.-Charles
Garrison.
Lexington, Ky.
•
Frankly, a lengthy series of hitter experiences with my acapella brethren have
left me with a very low estimate of the
value of attempts at fellowship in that
direction. It would seem, however, that
you have somehow managed to maintain
freedom of faith and spontaneity of feeling
and expression, through by what means I
cannot imagine. At any rate, I am quite
"11'.illingto be Jona dab to your Jehu, or
vice versa, but let us hope with a less
objective.--Orvel Crowder, MilliTcnn.
I have a feeling that there is a new
concern, at a serious level, for a re-evaluaton of our Disciple heritage that will en•
able us once more to feel that we have a
mission in th<· world, under the providence
of God, But it may be that it will be our
generation that will have to do this reworking, and I know that it will take a
lot of discussion and thought and study
and prayer.-Hichard
M. Pope, The College of the Bible, Lexington, Ky.
I am still struggling with the problem
of legalism and freedom, and have started
a study of the Galatian letter to discover
more on these subjects. To me a liuht
which now shines very dimly has b:en
given. I hope I can broaden and brighten
the scope of it for my spiritual wellbeing.
--Percy Faenger, Bonne Terre, Mo.
W. L. Totty was here recently and he
spoke very, very favorably of you and

Carl Ketcherside. We had a long talk and
he agrees with us that there are Christians
in denominations, and that the church is
made up of God's people everywhere. He
and the elders at Garfield Heights recently
accepted a Christian Church brother just
as he was, without a confession or any•
thing. He said if he were to preach some
of the things our church fathers believed
in and taught, that he would be thrown
out. What is the answer?
Buff Scott.
Gallipolis. Ohio.
(Editor's Note: Part of the answer,
brother Scott, is for more of us to be
more honest with ourselves and with God
like brother Totty
trying to be. Any per•
son who spends a
honest hours with
Carl Ketcherside cannot help but appreciate him. More important is that some
of us are now receiving those that Christ
has alwavs received-those
that believe in
him and ·obey him, regardless of denomination. If there are no Christians in the
denominations, then what about all those
folk in the Church of Christ, or should I
say all the many kinds of Church of
Christ? Jt is gratifying that here and
there we hear of a Christian Church
brother taken into Church of Christ fellow•
ship. Now I would say this is progress.
We have arrived at the place where we
take Christians into our fellowship!)
I would like to thank Garrett, Evans, and
all the contributors to Restoration Review.
This quarterly has been instrumental in
leading me out of bondage. It seems to
take thoughts out of the back of my mind
and put them into words.-Howard
C.
Fisk. Jr., Torrance, Calif.

CALL FOR CONCERN
I am qn ite sure that most of us are fail•
ing to fulfill our obligations as citizens and
as a result our country is in danger of
being overrun by socialism and that this
cause is being advanced by Communists.
In other words the extensive governmental
control, the disappearing individual freedoms are hut stepping stones on the road
to Communism. The citizens of this great
country must become informed and active
if this great threat is to be averted. Feder•
al owned corporations have taken over 40
per cent of the land area and 20 per cent
of the industrial capacity of the U.S. These
corporations operating rent free, cost free,
interest free and tax free lose over $10
billion a year.
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The tremendous strength of the Com•
munists in the U.S. is either unknown or
viewed with indifference by most of our
fellow citizens. Their influence in high
places of government, various news media,
and schools and churches is just about unbelievable. I strongly recommend "The
Pentagon Case" by Fox, "Master of Deceit" by Hoover, "Nine Men Against Amer•
ica" by Gordon, and "A Businessman '
Looks at Communism' by Koch. I have
started Harry and Bonaro Overstreet's
"What We Must Know About Communism."-]. B. Huckahay, Jr., .'\lidland, Texa,;.
I have thought of wntmg on Roger
\Villiams as a restorationist. 1n his desire
to follow the primitive pattern, he opposed
the hired clergy, s~minaries, and sectarian
arrogance; and he dstinguished between
"the begetting ministry of the apostles or
messengers to the nations" and "the feed•
ing and nourishing ministry of pastors and
teachers." (from The Hireling Ministrr
None of Christ's)-Robert
Grayson, State
College, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
You may be interested to know that I
transferred my church membership from
the Starkville Church of Christ to the
University Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) in the Fall of 1960. I am a Fun•
damentalist like most people in the Church
of Christ, and not a Liberal like some people in the Christian Church. But I did not
like the intolerant atmosphere, lack of
inquiry and debate, and lack of progress
in the Church of Christ. Furthermore,
talking to other Fundamentalists who al•
ways agree with me is extremely boring.LawrenCP, A. Kratz, Mississippi State U.,
University, Miss.
(Editor's Note: This is what I would call
"Going to the Christian Church," the
thing I have been accused of doing. While
I do not choose to take this step, though
I realize one communion is as close to or
as Jar from the restoration of primitive
Christianity as the other, I think we should
grant every brother the liberty to work
and worship where he can best serve the
Christ. As a general rule I think we should
stay where we are and work for Restora·
tion even though there may be many things
we do not endorse or appreciate. But each
must decide this for himself, for "it is
before his own Master that he stands or
falls.")
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I don't know how you manage to secure
such men to contribute messages on the
high plane they have found, but it cer•
tainly is a relief to read after fearless and
far-seeing men.-C. H. Ephland, Nevada,

Mo.

Your penetrating analysis of the current
faiiures of the Restoration Movement are
intoxicatingly exciting! Keep up the splen•
did editorials. Be silenced by no man. In
Calvary's Tie.-Dean
Hickerson, Mincie,
Indiana

T<• Professor Garrett (on the occasion of
his eye injury):
One hundred days of coldness,
One hundred more of dire thirst,
A multitude with soul so pierced by
conflict irresolvable,
And singed by disillusionment.
Yet with a Hand to hold,
I dare to grasp.
But one of warmth,
Hut one of fellowship,
But one of love.
And these alone stand erect,
Thrusting forth their precious fragments,
Which, while never revealing the whole,
Compose its outline,
And suffice for happiness.
I am of Man, and of its brotherhood
I shall partake.
by Mark Dorlester
(Philosophy student, Bethany
College)

EDITOR WINS AW ARD
Dear Dr. Garrett
Congratulations!
Your exceptional classroom work in he•
half of responsible, patriotic citizenship
and the American Way of Life has been
singled out by Freedoms Foundation's dis•
professional contribution to maintaining
our American Constitutional Republic ...
There is no calling in America today
more important or vital to our country's
future than forthright Teaching of the verities of our spiritually based Constitutional
Republic, now under assault by world communism. By virtue of your selection, Freedoms Foundation is delighted to bestow
this proper recognition on you for your
outstanding service beyond the call of
duty in helping our young people to a
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better understanding and knowledge of
their rights and responsibilities in this
land of God and freedom . . .
Yours faithfully,
Kenneth D. Wells,
President
Freedoms Foundation
Valley Forge
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It is with genuine pleasure that I extend my commendations to you for your
contributions in developing an increased
awareness and appreciation of American
democratic values among your students.
Yours is a high calling and a heavy respon•
sibility, which you have discharged with
credit to yourself and your community,
and for which you deserve the gratitude of
all Ameri;•:ms.
At a time when our civilization and the
as3,imptions of a democratic culture are
challenged as never before, the American
cl8H1oom i,, truly the first line of defense
and offense for the future.~Jennings Ran•
dolph, United States Senate

It is my understanding that you were
selected by Ii distinguished awards jury
from nomimtions made by the general
public in every part of our state. In making this selection, it was the aim of the
Foundation to properly recognize the ex•
ceptional classroom teachers and school
administrators who inspire young people
to a fuller recognition and appreciation of
our Constitutional Republic, as a vital
personal responsibility. I would like to
take this opportunity to congratulate you
on this recognition . . . -Rex M. Smith,
State Superintendent of Schools, Charles•
ton, West Virginia

(Editor's Note: It is the Lilly Endowment, Inc. in Indianapolis that should
receive the award. It is their money and
foresight that made the project of teaching
moral values to gifted high school seniors
possible. This program began at Jacksonville, Ill. High School and last year it
continued at Triadelphia High School in
Wheeling. By means of the Lilly Endow•
ment, the project will move into a third
high school this fall at Steubenville, Ohio.
This work for Lilly is, of course, along
with my work as a college professor.)

C. S. LEWIS AGAIN
The Four Loves, C. S. Lewis, Harcourt,
Brace and Co., 1960, $3.75.
The hallmark of C. S. Lewis' prose
is its clarity and charm; the hallmark
of his thought is its good sense and
relevance. He is up to par in both
respects in his latest religious study,
The Four Loves.
Beginning slowly, Lewis labors to
distinguish carefully between NeedLove and Gift-Love. He runs in low
gear in the first two chapter~, ~ut !t
is wise to do no skipping; this 1s his
preparation for racing off in high
through the rest of the ~tudy.
He writes of Affection, Friendship,
Eros, and Charity, the four kinds of
love man deals with among his fellows. All four chapters are rewarding,
but the one on Friendship is matchless. Longer than the rest, it alone is
worth the book's price. Lewis shows
why it is that people who most urgently "want friends" are the very ones
who often fail to get them, because
the condition of having friends is that
we shall want something else even
more. Anyone who values friendship
highly enough to want to understand
its psychology will treasure this essay.
Almost as good is the chapter on
Eros, or sexual love. Lewis feels that
mankind takes it far too seriously. The
comic spirit is inherent in the doings
of Venus, he says; she is forever laughing at us behind her hand. Forces older

and less personal than ourselves ar~
working through us; this gives sexual
love an almost sacramental character.
But a cold or a blister may be enough
to remind us that all this is helplessly
dependent upon our bodies a•.1dtheir
frailties; remembering this can bring
a saving comic relief.
Lewis' overall thesis is that each
kind of love has to be ruled by a high·
er commitment, love for God and His
purpose. Otherwise, each kind of human love turns rancid. As he puts it,
"Only those into which Love Him~elf
has entered will ascend to Love Hun·
self."
In a splendid passage, Lewis cautions
that "to love at all is to be vulnerable.
Love anything, and your heart will
certainly be wrong and possibly be
broken. If you want to make sure of
keeping it intact, you must give your
heart to no one, not even to an animal ... The only place outside Heaven
where you can be perfectly safe from
all the dangers and perturbations of
love is Hell."
To read this book thoughtfully is to
learn how to love more wisely, redeeming every human emotion by linking it irrevocably and sacrificially with
the love of God.
Robert Meyers
The Great Divorce, C. S. Lewis, Geof•
frey Bies, London, 1956, $2.00.
This is not a new book, but it has
not been previously presented to our
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readers who have learned to appreciate C. S. Lewis. First published in
1946, it has gone through three reprints. The volume we have for sale is
an attractive publication directly from
England.
Mr. Lewis takes his reader on a
journey from hell to heaven, and lets
him listen in on the damned souls
that do not have to return to hell, but
choose to because they are not
equipped to enjoy what they see in
heaven. The great divorce is therefore
the gulf that separates heaven and
hell.

REVIEW

forces of evil and the triumphant
forces of good. Screwtape is an official
of Saran who writes to Wormwood, a
junior devil on earth, instructing him
how to corrupt the human heart. The
book sparkles with wit and reveals
on every page a penetrating understanding of man's struggle toward the
City of God.
-LEROY

GARRETT

PAPERBACK COMMENTARIES
Layman's Bible Commentaries, Balmer
H. Kelly, editor, John Knox Press,
Richmond, 1960, $2.00 per volume.
These are non-technical, practical
The Manchester Guardian wrote as
commentaries that are filled with a
follows about this book:
lot of good stuff and written by some
The divorce of the title is between Heav- of the world's greatest scholars--and
en and Hell, and Mr. Lewis is using here,
in language that makes sense to us all!
as in The Screwtape Letters, bis unique
talent for subtle and revealing imagery to
We can offer four of these volumes to
bring home to a generation that has alour
readers: Psalmr by A. B. Rhodes
most forgotten it the meaning of those
( an interesting treatment is given of
two words. To hint at this imagery would
spoil the enjoyment of a book which will every Psalm), Jeremiah by Howard T.
not he put down until it is finished.
Kuist ( one of this reviewer's old profs
Leroy Garrett
at Princeton), Genesis by C. T. Fritsch
(my old Hebrew prof at Princeton),
The Screwtape Letters and Screwtape and Hosea to Janeth by Jacob Meyers
proposes a Toast, C. S. Lewis, Geoffrey ( an outline is given for each of these
minor prophets with meaningful comBles, London, 1961, $2.50.
ments on their message to us.) These
This is a new edition of the famous are attractive, colorful, easy-to-handle
Screwtape Letters with an additional
paperbacks that average about 150
essay on Screwtape Proposes a Toast.
pages each. They are packed with good,
There is also a new preface in which
readable, understandable stuff. Fritsch
lewis tells some interesting things
in Genesis warms your heart as he
about the reactions he has had to the
describes such stories as Jacob's vision
book. The Screwtape Letters has now
of angels and Abram's call from Ur of
gone through 23 editions in hardback
the Chaldees. The entire Bible will be
and 8 editions in paperback. It is now
covered eventually.
recognized as a milescone in the his-LEROY GARRETT
tory of popular theology. In these letters Lewis gives a startling, unique,
( Order any or all of these books
and powerful presentation of the old from Restoration Review, 1916 Westproblem of the continuous battle for ern Dr., Alton, Illinois at prices stated
the soul of man between the insidious above, which include postage.)
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